Probing high order structure of proteins by fast-atom bombardment mass spectrometry.
During the past decade, numerous investigations have demonstrated that the rate at which amide hydrogens located at peptide linkages undergo isotopic exchange is a sensitive probe of the high order structure and dynamics of proteins. The present investigation demonstrates that microbore high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) continuous-flow fast-atom bombardment mass spectrometry (FABMS) can be used to accurately quantify deuterium located at peptide linkages in short segments of large proteins. This result is important because it demonstrates the feasibility of using mass spectrometry as a tool for studying the high order structure and dynamics of large proteins. Following a period of deuterium exchange-in, a protein was placed into slow-exchange conditions and fragmented into peptides with pepsin. The digest was analyzed by continuous-flow HPLC FABMS to determine the molecular weights of the peptides, from which the number of deuterons located at the peptide linkages could be deduced. The HPLC step was used both to fractionate the peptides according to their hydrophobicities and to remove through back-exchange all deuterium except that located at peptide amide linkages. This approach has been applied to α-crystallin, a lens protein composed of two gene products with monomer molecular weights of 20 kDa and an aggregate molecular weight approaching 1000 kDa. Results from this study show that some of the peptide amide hydrogens in αA-crystallin exchange very rapidly (k > 10 h(-1)) while others exchange very slowly (k < 10(-3) h(-1)). The ability not only to detect that a conformational change has occurred, but also to identify the specific regions within the protein where the change occurred, was demonstrated by measuring changes in the exchange rates within these regions as the deuterium exchange-in temperature was increased from 10 to 80 ° C.